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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The writer choosed Double Act novel, a novel which written by Jacqueline 

Wilson as a corpus in this study. The writer used five factor model theory of 

personality by McCrae and Costa to identify personality traits of Ruby and Garnet 

as identical twin character in Double Act novel. Through their personality traits, 

the writer analysed their personality types by using theory of personality types 

from Carl Jung to analyze personality types of identical twin through attitudes and 

functions types.  

Based on two research questions “How are personality types of identical 

twin reflected in Double Act novel?” and “What are personality traits of identical 

twin portrayed in Double act novel?”, the writer found that this identical twin, 

Ruby and Garnet, has different dominant personality traits and different dominant 

personality types. The dominant personality trait of Ruby is ambitious. The 

finding of personality traits of Ruby shows that Ruby belongs to extraversion-

thinking type. Meanwhile, the dominant personality trait of Garnet is anxious. The 

finding of personality traits of Garnet shows that Garnet belongs to extraversion-

feeling type and introversion-thinking type. Ruby as the older has personality 

traits such ambitious, irritable, antagonistic, fun loving, passionate, talkative, 

liberal, original, prefers variety, affectionate, and self-conscious. On the other 
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hand, Garnet has personality traits such as anxious, imaginative, affectionate, 

original, well-organized, fun loving, self-pitying, lenient, and softhearted. The 

writer also found that the dominant personality of Ruby is extraversion with 

thinking type. It shows that Ruby is a person that focuses on the result of her goals 

and she is also objective in seeing her dream. Garnet has extraversion with feeling 

type and introversion with thinking type. Extraversion with feeling type shows 

that Garnet is disinclined to be alone so she always needs Ruby. Moreover, it is 

also shows that Garnet is a sociable person. Garnet is also introversion with 

thinking type. It means that Garnet`s orientation thinking based on subjective 

factor, that`s the reason why she always feel discouraging in some event in the 

plot.  

 

5.2 Suggestion 

After conducting this study, the writer suggest to the readers, particularly 

the students of English Department of UNJ who are interested in deeper studying 

about personality types  of a character in novel can use different corpus such as 

movie script or so on. The writers also suggest to the reader to read books about 

Jung personality type theory such as Jungian Psychology in Perspective by Mary 

Ann Mattoon or other e-book from website which can be downloaded. 

 


